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Reduction of spectral phonon relaxation times from suspended to supported graphene

Bo Qiu and Xiulin Ruan
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We have performed molecular dynamics simulations with phonon spectral analysis to predict the mode-wise phonon relaxation times (RT) of suspended and supported graphene at room temperature, and the findings are consistent with recent optical measurements. For acoustic phonons, RTs reduce from up to 50 ps to less than 5 ps when graphene is put on silicon dioxide substrate. Similarly, optical phonon RTs reduce by half when supported. Stronger interfacial bonding is found to result in more RT reduction. Our results provide a fundamental understanding at the spectral phonon property level for the observed thermal conductivity reduction in supported graphene. © 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4712041]

Ever since the experimental isolation in 2004, graphene and its nanostructures have been the focus of extensive studies because of a number of fascinating properties they exhibits. Among them, the two-dimensional (2D) lattice structure and superior thermal conductivity make graphene particularly attractive for planar heat dissipation applications. Recent experiments found that the in-plane thermal conductivity of single-layer graphene (SLG) on a silicon dioxide (SiO2) substrate was reduced from over 2500 W/m K (Refs. 4 and 8) to around 600 W/m K. As seen, substrates may limit the capability of in-plane thermal transport in supported SLG. A fundamental understanding of the decay channels and relaxation time (RT) of phonons in supported SLG will help identify the role of substrates and thereby facilitate the choice of substrate for high-performance graphene-based planar heat dissipation applications. Although substrate effects have been studied for some other nano-materials, no quantitative, adjustable parameter-free work on phonon scattering has been done to understand in-plane thermal transport in supported SLG. In this work, we employ molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in combination with spectral energy density (SED) analysis to extract spectral phonon RT for both suspended and supported SLG at room temperature. We find reduction in RTs of all phonon modes due to substrate scattering. We also find that stronger interfacial interactions will lead to further RT reduction. The predicted RT reduction is in line with the thermal conductivity reduction observed experimentally.

In Fig. 1, we present the MD simulation domain setup for both suspended and supported SLG. The dimensions of the shown domains are 4.4 × 4.3 × 1.6 nm³ for length, width, and height, respectively. Larger domain sizes are found to produce similar RTs for same phonon modes. Periodic boundary condition (PBC) is applied in the in-plane directions (parallel to graphene plane), while no restriction is applied to SLG vibration in the out-of-plane direction. We choose SiO2 as the substrate to be consistent with recent experiments. A 2 nm thick block of amorphous SiO2 which comply with the PBC of the graphene domain is prepared by following the heating-quenching recipe used by Ong et al. Similar thickness of substrate has been used previously for both electronic and thermal simulations. Thicker SiO2 block is not found to induce obvious difference in the in-plane thermal transport of supported graphene. To ensure stability and to approximate semi-infinite substrate, the bottom layer of amorphous SiO2 is fixed. The graphene sheet is released from 2 Å above the substrate and allowed to conform to the SiO2 surface freely. The geometries of both suspended and supported graphene are pre-optimized under constant pressure and temperature (NPT) for 6 ns to ensure zeroed pressure, equilibrated temperature, and stabilized interfacial structure before being used for individual simulation runs.

The LAMMPS package is used to perform all MD simulations. Optimized Tersoff (OPT) potentials are adopted to model C-C interactions in SLG. Interactions within SiO2 are modeled using Tersoff potentials parameterized by Munetoh et al. C-Si and C-O interactions are assumed to be of van der Waals (vdW) type and modeled using Lennard-Jones (LJ) potentials

\[ V(r_{ij}) = 4\epsilon \left( \frac{\sigma}{r_{ij}} \right)^{12} - \left( \frac{\sigma}{r_{ij}} \right)^{6}, \]  

with parameters \( \epsilon_{C-Si} = 8.909 \text{ meV} \), \( \sigma_{C-Si} = 3.629 \text{ Å} \), \( \epsilon_{C-O} = 3.442 \text{ meV} \), and \( \sigma_{C-O} = 3.275 \text{ Å} \). The cutoff is chosen to be 2.7\( \sigma \). Here \( r_{ij} \) is the separation between atom \( i \) and \( j \). The timesteps for suspended and supported SLG simulations are chosen to be 0.8 and 0.2 fs, respectively, to ensure stability and resolution of all possible vibrational frequencies. Starting from pre-optimized geometries, after initial equilibration in constant volume and temperature ensemble (NVT), the systems are run in the constant volume and energy ensemble (NVE), from which the atomic velocities are extracted and post-processed. The phonon properties are found to converge for simulation lengths of 3.2 and 1.0 ns in NVE ensemble for suspended and supported SLG, respectively. In this work, only the thermal transport in x direction
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FIG. 1. Instantaneous geometry of both suspended and supported SLG. The SLG plane is parallel to the x-y plane while the SLG out-of-plane direction aligns with z.

(zig-zag) is considered. Five independent simulations runs are performed and averaged for each case study to minimize effects from statistical fluctuations. Since the temperatures at which we perform the MD simulations are below the Debye temperature of SLG (≈1000–2300 K),\(^1\)\(^9\) temperature quantum corrections (QC) have been performed, which were practiced in similar ways in previous works.\(^5\) The phonon RT \(\tau\) measures the temporal response of an activated phonon mode to return to equilibrium due to the net effect of different phonon scattering mechanisms. It can be defined as\(^20\)

\[
\frac{\partial f}{\partial t}\bigg|_{\text{collision}} = \frac{f - f_0}{\tau}, \tag{2}
\]

where \(f\) is the phonon occupation number and \(f_0\) is the equilibrium occupation number, which follows Bose-Einstein distribution. The SED method for phonon RT extraction from MD simulations has been used for a range of materials,\(^21–25\) and a similar method is used here. However, certain modifications are needed, and the details are presented in the supplemental material.\(^26\)

The per-branch phonon RTs for both suspended and supported SLG at 304 K as a function of wavevector \(\mathbf{k}\) and frequency are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. Because of symmetry, the phonon properties in the full Brillouin zone (BZ) can be reproduced by only studying the irreducible \(\mathbf{k}\)-space, which is 1/12th of the 1st BZ. However, because of the simplicity in discretization and specifying group velocity along x direction, we study the 1st quadrant of BZ instead. From Fig. 2(a), we indeed find the distribution of RTs in suspended SLG to be reasonably symmetrical about high symmetry lines, considering finite discretization and uncertainty in predicted RT values. This confirms the self-consistency of our approach. In addition, as seen in Fig. 2(a), the phonon dispersions in SLG with or without substrate do not differ much. Therefore, good correspondence between phonon modes in both cases can be well found to identify RT changes.

From Fig. 2, it is seen that, in suspended SLG, RT values of out-of-plane acoustic (ZA) phonons are in the range of sub 10–40 ps throughout BZ. The long RT of ZA phonons indicates relatively weak correlation between the in-plane and out-of-plane modes, which results in less scattering in ZA phonons.\(^27\) It is interesting to see that out-of-plane optical (ZO) and ZA phonons have similarly large RTs, which can again be ascribed to the coupling strength between the in-plane and out-of-plane modes. The relatively weak dependence of ZA/ZO RT on the wavevector \(\mathbf{k}\) is also an indication that their coupling to in-plane phonons is not very strong. As frequency increases, RT of ZA phonons first decreases then increases as \(\mathbf{k}\) approaches BZ boundary. The relatively short RT of mid-frequency ZA phonons can be attributed to the fact that higher-order phonon scattering involving these modes is important and yields comparable scattering rates as that of three-phonon process, limiting the RT.\(^28\)

Away from the zone center, the overall RT is mainly around 20 ps and below in most regions of BZ for longitudinal acoustic (LA) and transverse acoustic (TA) phonons. As frequency increases, RT shortens due to more efficient Umklapp scattering. For LA and TA phonons near zone center with small frequencies, similar to ZA phonons, their RT tends to diverge as seen in Fig. 2(b). This is because these phonon modes have very small wavevectors that, due to the momentum and energy conservation requirements, barely scatter with other phonons.

When put on substrate, it is found that RTs are shortened throughout BZ and the full frequency range for all phonon branches. Namely, RTs of all acoustic phonons are generally shortened to be less than 10 ps. From the color map in Fig. 2(a), it can be clearly seen that such reduction is strongest for phonon modes closer to zone center. Also the distribution of RT in BZ becomes less symmetrical. This indicates the...
introduction of substrate strongly destructs the long-range order of phonon transport through random scattering sites at the interface. From Fig. 2(b), it is seen that the RT of low frequency phonons are mostly shortened. For frequency below 18 THz, the RT values monotonically decrease as frequency continuously reduces to zero, indicating the substrate couples most efficiently to low frequency acoustic phonons. One of the most significant implication of such observation is that the thermal conductivity of supported graphene will not be sensitive to graphene flake size. This is because long wavelength near-zone-center phonons in larger samples will have minimal RT due to substrate scattering and thus barely contribute to thermal transport.

The RT reduction is especially strong for ZA modes. This is due to the fact that the presence of the substrate breaks various symmetries (mirror-reflection, translational, etc.) in SLG and alters the out-of-plane vibrations of SLG by introducing SLG-substrate scattering which largely shortens the RT of ZA phonons. In this case, higher-order anharmonic interactions are no longer important. Similar arguments can also be made to explain the reduction of RT of ZO phonons.

Recent Brillouin scattering experiment on multilayer graphene supported on SiO$_2$/Si substrate suggests the RT of near-zone-center LA/TA phonon is around 10–30 ps, which is shorter than that of suspended graphene, in line with our findings. In fact, due to the amorphous nature of silica, the coordinates of surface silicon/oxygen atoms cannot comply with the periodicity of SLG. As a result, the presence of the “irregularly” coordinated silicon/oxygen atoms at the interface will couple to the in-plane vibrations of carbon atoms as scattering centers and essentially hinder the in-plane phonons in SLG from transporting in a perfect 2D lattice. To sustain long RT and thus high thermal conductivity of SLG, a substrate with better lattice match to SLG should be pursued. Therefore, a supported double-layer graphene (DLG) or SLG supported on boron nitride (BN) substrate may turn out to be better for planar heat dissipation applications.

The majority of longitudinal optical (LO) and transverse optical (TO) phonons are found to have RTs about 1–4 ps at room temperature and reduced by about half when put on substrate. This is consistent with the optical phonon RTs of supported few-layer graphene measured by Raman spectroscopy.

The calculated phonon RT is due to both Umklapp and normal scattering which cannot be separated in the current approach. As pointed out in Ref. 27, normal scattering could be an important scattering channel in graphene, so it may not be appropriate to use these RTs in the Callway-Holland approach to calculate the thermal conductivity. However, the reduced phonon RTs provide a parameter-free understanding of the thermal conductivity reduction in supported graphene at the mode-wise phonon level.

The above results for supported SLG are obtained under the assumption that the interfacial interactions between SLG and substrate is of vdW type. On the other hand, it is found that covalent bonds can form between graphene and SiC substrate. To explore the effects of interfacial bondings on the thermal transport in supported SLG, we study (a) RTs when LJ interactions are assumed to be 10 times stronger than used in previous sections and (b) RTs of graphene on silicon substrate with either vdW interactions or covalent bonds at the interface. For the latter case, we use LJ potentials with parameters $\epsilon_{C-Si} = 8.909$ meV, $\sigma_{C-Si} = 3.629$ Å to model vdW interactions while use OPT with mixing rules to model the C-Si covalent bonds. SED analysis is performed and the results are compared in $\Gamma-K$ direction, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). As seen, when the vdW interactions are 10 times stronger or all bonds at the interface are covalent, the phonon scattering in SLG due to substrate is stronger, leading to significantly shortened RT. Therefore, we hypothesize that the interaction strength and geometry at SLG-substrate interface should be deterministic factors for phonon RT reduction in supported SLG. Our theory is supported by recent experiment that polymeric residue can bring the thermal conductivity of suspended DLG down to around 600 W/mK, which is similar to that found in SLG supported on SiO$_2$ substrate.

In conclusion, we predict the phonon RT of both suspended and supported SLG using MD simulations and SED analysis. Our results are consistent with various phonon RT measurements of SLG. When put on SiO$_2$ substrate, RTs of all phonon branches are reduced, owing to the SLG-substrate scattering and the breakdown of symmetries in both in-plane and out-of-plane phonons. We suggest to use substrates with closer lattice match and weaker interaction to SLG for better planar heat dissipation.
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FIG. 3. RT of all phonon branches along $\Gamma-K$ in supported SLG. (a) SiO$_2$ substrate, when 10 times stronger LJ interactions assumed. (b) Silicon substrate, when covalent interfacial interactions are assumed.
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